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ABSTRACT
This research report describes the design of a highlevel graphics package for use by application programmers to
display pictures of two-dimensional objects on a portable
alphanumeric/graphic terminal.

The design is implemented on

the Digital VAX-11/780™ minicomputer running under the VMS
operating system environment as the host computer and uses
the DECwriter Correspondent (LA12) as the graphics device.
The graphics package consists both the database manipulation
software which is completely device dependent, and the
interface software between the normal "drawing functions"
and the hardware associated with a particular graphics
device, which is minimally device-dependent.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Only towards the end of the fifties, with the
development of machines like MIT's TX-0 and TX-2, did
interactive computing become feasible, and interest in
computer graphics begin to increase rapidly

(Newma n ,

Sproull 1979).
In 1962, the publication of a brillant thesis by Ivan
E. Sutherland, entitled, "Sketchpad: A Man-Machine Graphical
Communication System," proved that interactive computer
graphics was a viable, useful, and exciting field of
research.

By the 1970s, a new and rapidly expanding field

called "computer graphics" had emerged.

This field combines

both the old and the new: the age-old art of graphical
communication and the new technology of computers.

Almost

everyone can expect to be affect e d by this rapidly
expanding technology.

A new era in the use of computer

graphics, not just by the large companies and agenc ies who
made many of the initial advances in software and hardware,
but by the general user, had begun.

Low- cost graphics

terminals, time sharing, plus advances in minicomputers and
microcomputers have made this possible.

Today, computer
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graphics is a practical, reliable, cost effective, and
readily availab~e technology.
Computer graphics is the use of a computer to define,
store, manipulate, interrogate, and present pictorial output
(Roger, 1976).

Giving the computer the ability to express

its data in pictorial form can greatly increase its ability
to provide information to the human user.

This is essen-

tially a passive form of graphics, but communication can be
a two-way process.

It may also be convenient and

appropriate to input graphical information to the computer.
Thus, there are both graphical input and graphical output
devices.

It is often desirable to have the input from the

user alter the output presented by the machine.

A dialogue

can be established through the graphics medium.

This is

termed interactive computer graphics because the user
interacts with the machine.

Computer graphics allows

communication through diagrams, charts, and pictures.

It

offers a vital alternative to the typewriter's string of
symbols.

The old saying, "A picture is worth a thousand

words," is certainly true.

The application may be as simple

as the presentation of the graph of a simple function using
a high-speed line printer or a time sharing teletype
terminal to as complex as the simulation of an automatic
reentry and landing of a space capsule.
The computer graphics user will not, in general, have
to start from scratch constructing all of his/her
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requirements.
available.

I~stead, he/she will have a graphics system

This system will include special hardware for

output and input of pictorial information and softwar~
routines for performing the basic graphics operations.

CHAPTER II
COMPUTER GRAPHICS SOFTWARE
In developing the concepts for a computer graphics
software system it is convenient to divide the overall
system i nto several parts.

The two obvious parts are the

support or host computer and the graphics . device itself.
Both of these are hardware.

In general, the host computer

i s the system on which the database exists and on which
software manipulation of the database occurs.

However, in

some systems this function may be physically divided between
two or more computer systems.

The graphics device is the

hardware which actually produces the p·icture.

Figure 1

illustrates the conceptual view of a computer graphics software system.
Two software systems produce an interface between the
support computer and the graphics device.
database manipulation software.

The first is the

It consists of routines to

cli p , rotate, scale, translate, etc. the database.

This

software system is completely device-independent since it is
only concerned with mathematical manipulations.
The second is a software system which provides an
interface between the normal "drawing functions" and the
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Figure 1.

Conceptual view of a computer graphics
software system.
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hardware associated with a particular device.

It is this

system which causes the necessary codes (information in
terms of binary bits)

to be sent to the graphics

device to cause that device to draw lines, plot points, etc.
This software can be made minimally device-dependent, it
cannot be made completely device-independent.
There are a large number of different types of graphics
devices available which may perform either raster scan
graphics display or vecter refresh display.
In the raster display, the frame buffer which is the
portion of the memory used to hold the pixels may be
examined to determine what is being displayed.
represents a raster display system.

Figure 2

Surfaces, as well as

lines, may be displayed on raster display devices such as
teletypes, pen and ink plotters, and an electrostatic
dot matrix printer and cathode ray tube (CRT).
Another approach to the display of graphical
information is the vector refresh display.

It stores only

the commands necessary for drawing the line segments.
input to the vector generator is saved,
output.

The

instead of the

These commands are saved in what is called the

display file.

They are examined and the lines are drawn

using a vector-generating algorithm.

This is done on a

normal cathode ray, so the image quickly fades.
present a steady image, the display must be drawn

In order to
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Figure 2.

Display

Raster display system.
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repeatedly. This means that a vector generator must be
applied to all the lines in an image fast enough to draw the
entire image before a flicker is noticeable.

To perform

this, the vector generators to refresh displays are usually
implemented in hardware.

(See Figure 3.)

The VAX 11/780 with VMS operating system will be used
as the host computer to implement the graphics package of
the software system for the DECwriter Correspondent which is
a portable, impact dot matrix printer terminal.

LINE-ABS-2
(0.2,0.2)

User Program

2,0.2,0.2

Display File

Display
Processor

Figure 3. Vector refresh display system.

Display

CHAPTER III
GRAPHICS DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
As pointed out in the previous chapter, when designing
or building a computer graphics system, it is convenient to
define those areas where the host computer must interact
with the graphics devices.

All graphics devices, of course,

receive information from the host computer as a data stream .
composed of binary bits.
The graphics development systems used to implement the
concepts for a computer graphics software system consist of
the Digital VAX-11/780 as the host computer and the
DECwriter Correspondent as the graphic device.
The Host Computer
Digital VAX-11/780 computer systems are the high-end
members of their 32-bit minicomputers with 4 Gbytes of
virtual addressing space.

In its VMS operating environment,

any combination of interactive and batch applications will
execute concurrently.

Application programs running under

VMS can be divided into several independent subsystems,
modules, whose code and data are protected from each other
but share common facilities for data sharing and
communications.

VMS provides users with many powerful
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program development utilities, such as text editors,
debugging facilities, program module linkers and many other
sophisticated tools that can be used in every facet of the
program development life cycle.

Thus, VMS does provide

users with a high performance environment for the execution
of these applications.
The VAX FORTRAN compiler supports the American National
Standard FORTRAN X3.9-1978, commonly called FORTRAN-77 at
the full-language level.
Due to the VAX's completely open-end feature, it
supports the widest range of peripheral produces of any
Digital family member such as video terminals, printers, and
modems.
Thus, the VAX-11/780 provides the appropriate
environment to develop both parts of the computer graphics
software systems in FORTRAN-77 which formed the graphics
package for the portable alphanumeric/graphic terminals,
such as the DECwriter Correspondent.
The Graphics Device
The Digital's DECwriter Correspondent (LA12) is a
plain-paper, dot-matrix teleprinter with the communications
power and the reliability that is needed to reach the system
and get the job done.
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The lightweight Correspondent, not much larger than an
attache case, is compact.

It combines the printing and

forms-handling capabilities of a table-top terminal with
the communication and versatility of a portable teleprinter.
The 300-hand acoustic coupler, and the integral
300/ 1200-baud modem allows the terminal to originate or
answer calls to the host, and direct coupling via a
telephone connector.
The Correspondent brings the computing power to any of
a variety of applications like remote order processing database information retrieval, and program development.
It offers program-selectable text and graphics modes.
For selectable text mode or draft printing, the nine-wire
dot-matrix printhead provides high-speed output at the rate
of 150 characters per second.

By using a nine-wire print-

head, the LA12 prints below-the-line descenders, such as in
the letters "p," "q," and "y," as well as underlining in all
text modes.

The correspondent prints using a bidirectional

technique, in which the printhead seeks the shortest
distance to the next printable character and skips rapidly
over blank spaces.

The method reduces computer connection

time and telephone connection time,

thus reducing costs.

It can print double-width, compressed or bold
characters via selectable software.

Character size can be

changed from 10 to 12 character per inch (pica to elite).
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In addition, the compressed print displays a full 132
columns for spread sheet work on standard 21.6 centimeters
wide (' 8.5 inch) page.
As for its graphics mode, the creation of an infinite
variety of pictures and graphs, including bar charts, logos,
signatures, and unique characters are permissible.

Graphics

can be integrated with text or data to emphasize points.
The DECwriter Correspondent provides a vertical resolution
of 72 dots per inch with no overlap between dots and a
horizontal resolution of 132 columns per inch with a 50
percent overlap.
l i nes.

There is a 44 percent dot overlap between

The aspect ratio (ratio of horizontal to vertical

resolution) is 1:0.92.
A predetermined escape sequence from the host enables
the LA12 to enter the graphics mode.

Microcode control of

individual printhead wires makes every dot addressable by
the host and enables images displayed on a video terminal to
be faithfully reproduced.
In order for the terminal to transmit and receive data,
the terminal must be compatible with the computer and the
communication system.

The communication feature selections

provide the user with the means for matching the terminal
and the system.

Figure 4 represents the typical status

message for · the DECwriter Correspondent terminal.
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COMUNICATIONS
AUTO-Ansbk=no
Buffer=1024
Comm port=DCM
Disc-HDX=none
Echo-local=no
Fault=xoff(DC3)
G-HDX start mode=Xmt
H-Hi Speed(bps)=l200
L-Lo Speed(bps)=300
M-line prot=FDX-full ctrl
O-Rcv error ovride=no
Parity=7/S or 8/N
Q-SRTS polarity=Lo
Restraint=xon/xof
S-Speed select=Hi
Turn char=none
U-power up=line
V-Frequency=Bill 103
KEYBOARD
Auto-linefeed=no
Break=yes
C-Keyclick=yes
Keypad=normal
Language=USA
Repeat=yes
PRINTER
A-GO char set=USA
B-Gl char set=USA
C-G2 char set=USA
D-G3 char set=USA
End-of-line=wrap
Form Length=264
G-Print ctrl chars=no
Hori~ pitch (cpi)=l0
NewLine char.=none
Print Force=hi
Vert pitch (lpi)=6
VERSION

V=Vl.3
Figure 4.

Typical Status Message
from DEC LA12 Setup File.
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The terminal operates according to the features entered
in the operating memory.

The user can change a feature in

memory by entering SETUP and changing the feature.

The

operating memory features are horizontal and vertical pitch,
margins, and tables, form length, and printer character
sets.

User permanent memory is used to store operator

selected features.

The computer cannot change the features

stored in this memory.

You can change them by entering

SET-UP, changing the feature, and performing a store
procedure.

User memory features can be loaded into

operating memory by performing a recall procedure.

When a

recall procedure is performed, all the features previously
stored in operating memory are erased.

Default memory

contains the typical selections for each SET-UP feature.
These are stored in the permanent memory and cannot be
changed by the operator.

CHAPTER IV
SOFTWARE GRAPHICS PACKAGE
This chapter describes the software graphics package
that has been implemented on the development system in three
separate sections.

They are software specification section,

functional description section, and pseudo codes section.
Software Specification
In order to achieve portability in application
programs, ~he design of the graphic package must be such
that no matter what equipment is being used, a uniform
interface to the application is presented. Whether the
output is a plotter, a storage tube display, or a highperformance refresh display, the programmer should be able
to use the same set of functions to generate images.

Two

forms of independence need consideration in designing the
system (Newman, Sproull 1979) :
1.

Device independence within the package:
this permits the package to drive different
devices with the minimum of modification for
each new device.

2.

Machine independence:
it should be possible to
run the package, not only with different devices,
but also on different computers.
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Device independence in graphics package design can
be achieved by carefully separating those components of the
graphics system that are inherently device-dependent from
the remaining common software, and by giving equally careful
attention to the interface between the two parts.

Large

sections of the graphics package, including clipping and
transformation software, can usually be included in the
common software.
The most device-dependent parts of the package are
likely to be those that contend with the functional
characteristics and data formats of the input and output
devices.
Machine independence in graphics package can be
achieved by implementing the package in a widely-used
language, such as PASCAL, APL, FORTRAN or Algol 68.

Minor

differences between language dialects, together with
variations in operating systems make true machine
independence an almost unattainable goal; nevertheless a
useful degree of machine independence can be achieved by a
good choice of language and by carefully avoiding
word-length and I/0 dependencies.
Functional Description
The functions required in a device-independent graphics
system fall into the following five categories:
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1.

Graphics primitives. It includes functions to
draw dots, vectors, arcs of circles, and text
characters. It should be possible to specify a
vector's endpoint either in absolute coordinates
or as a relative displacement from the starting
point.

2.

Transformation functions. Transformation functions
needed for picture generation. It provides a set
of functions for scaling the user's coordinate
system to the screen coordinate system.

3.

Segment manipulation. A full set of function for
opening, closing, deleting, posting, and unposting
segments is required.

4.

Input functions. A simple set of event handling
functions can be included.

5.

Control functions. It permits the selection of
different output or input devices, and the
generation of screen updates or hardcopy, enables
the program to determine parameters of the display
device, and thus to modify screen layout to suit
the display's dimensions.

A subset of these functions is implemented as the
requirement of this research.

The detailed description of

each of the implemented software function is explained
below.
Clear the graphics frame buffer
The clear the graphics frame buffer function is to
erase all data in the graphics frame buffer by setting each
element to a space character.

For the DECwriter

Correspondent LA12, its graphics mode is expecting the space
character to have an octal representation of 77.
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Scale the coordinate system
The scale the coordinate system function is to use the
maximum and minimum values of both the x coordinates and ·y
coordinates of the user's system to set the scale factors to
convert the data specified by the user to the screen
coordinate system.
Plot point
The Plot point function is to take the point specified
at a given user coordinate such as (x, y), scale it to its
screen coordinate and stored it in the graphics frame buffer
to be displayed.
Generate line segment
The Generate line segment function is to draw a line
from . the given point 1 (xl, yl) to point 2 (x2, y2).

The

method use to generate the line segment specified by point
1 and point 2 is the symmetrical digital analyzer.

The line

segment is plotted and stored away in the graphics frame
buffer before it is displayed to the graphics terminal.
Set the pixel coordinate
This function is device dependent;

it is to set the

bit within the appropriate byte of the graphics frame buffer
that represents the point specified at given pixel location

(x,y).

Along the x coordinate system, each pixel is

represented by a single byte while that of they shall be
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compressed in such a way that there are six bits to a byte.
This compression factor has to do with the printhead of the
DECwriter Correspondent LA12.

Only six of the nine wires

of the printhead are being used.
Display the graphics frame buffer
The display graphics frame buffer function is used to
show the contents of the graphics frame buffer on the
terminal.

Note that while they coordinate begins at the

bottom and increases as we move up the display, the line
printer typically begins at the top of the page and works
down.

This means that they coordinate must be displayed

beginning with its high values and working down.
Pseudo Code
High level descriptions of the functions of the
computer graphics package are described in pseudo codes as
follows:
Clear Subroutine
Begin
Do for y

=

Do for x

height starting index to height ending index

=

width starting index to width ending index

Set the graphics frame buffer to blank
Enddo
Enddo
Return
End
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Scale Subroutine
Begin
Determine the maximum and minimum points of a given set of
data
Compute the scale factor for both the x and . y coordinate
with respect to the screen co-ordinate system
Determine the actual scale factor to be used for
converting the user's coordinate system to that of the
screen by
selecting the greater of the two values of the
x scale factor and y scale factor
Compute the origin of the user coordinate system in
relation to that of the screen
Return
End
Point Subroutine
Begin
Scale the given point
Set the nearest pixel in the graphics frame buffer
Return
End
Line Subroutine
Begin
Determine the component of the vector
Calculate the number of steps
Compute the step size
Setting x value and y value to be greater by 0.5 than the
initial scaled x value and y value to assure that the
truncation has the effect of rounding for every pixel
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Do for i

=

1 to number of steps

Set the nearest pixel in the graphics frame buffer
Increment to next point by 0.5
Enddo
Return
End
SetPixel Subroutine
Begin
Determine the bit within the byte to be set
Add offset value of octal 77 to the actual bit value as
required by the LA12
Convert the integer pixel value to character before
storing it away in the graphics frame buffer
Return
End
Display Subroutine
Begin
Do for y=height ending index to height starting index
Do for y = width starting index to width ending index
Print the graphic frame buffer
Enddo
Enddo
Return
End
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To demonstrate the capability of the graphics package, _
two application programs were written.

One of them performs

the generation of line segments between several points. (See
Appendix A)

The other performs point plotting of the sine

function. (See Appendix B)

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
This research has implemented only a subset of the
graphics package.

Further development of some other

graphics functions such as rotation, translation, etc. could
be made possible based on those implemented functions.
Al ong with lines and points, strings of characters are often
displayed to label and annotate drawings and to give
instructions and information to the user.

Characters are

almost always built into the graphics display device usually
as hardware but sometimes through software.
primary methods for character generation.

There are two
One is called the

stroke method which creates characters out of a series of
line segments, like strokes of a pen.

The second method of

character generation is the dot-matrix method whereby the
character is represented by an array of dots.

This array is

like a small frame buffer, just big enough to hold a
character.
Routines to generate characters of various sizes for
display in graphics mode are recommended as further
enhancement to the current existing graphics package.
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No printing action will occur when each dot column is
received.

The dot columns are printed only when one of the

following conditions takes place:
All dot buffers are full
The image buffer is full
A graphic mode carriage motion command is received
An exit graphic mode sequence is received by the
terminal
The above limitations, coupled with the transmission
rate of twelve hundred baud, neccessitate a slow display
rate.

An insignificant increase in the display rate may

occur for simple displays with a large number repeated
sequence of bytes.

In such a case, the graphic repeat

introducer may be used to further pack the bytes in the
current frame buffer.

However, a separate routine is

required to scan the frame buffer for repeated sequence
and then generate a compressed frame buffer for the display
routine.

An increase in required memory will occur.

The current frame buffer of size (1000,120) is the
minimum memory required to handle a display of 720,000
pixels.

APPENDIX A
LINE SEGMENT EXAMPLE
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Program Statement for Line Segment Example
The Plot program is a driver program that allows the
user to enter the following data interactively:
title of this graph plotting
number of points to plot
the x and y coordinates for all the points
the number of lines to draw
the two points that formed each line
The set of data to be used to generate the output as shown on
page 30 is as follows:
POINT
1
2
3
4

s
LINE
1
2
3
4

s

X

COORDINATE
-100.0
0.0
100.0

-so.a
so.a

FROM
1
1
1
2
4

y

COORDINATE
0.0
200.0
0.0
100.0
100.0

TO
2
3

s
3
3

With these data, the Plot program shall invoked routines
in the graphics package to generater the line segment output.
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PROGRAM PLOT
INCLUDE 'GMODE.INC'
INTEGER I

100
110

+

130
+
150
160
+
170

+

190
200

220

240
250
260
270
280

+

PRINT*, 'ENTER THE TITLE OF THIS GRAPH PLOTTING
READ(5,100) TITLE
FORMAT(80Al)
WRITE(6,110)
FORMAT( 'ENTER THE NUMBER OF POINTS YOU WOULD LIKE
I TO
PLOT : I , $ )
ACCEPT*, NUMBER OF POINTS
IF (NUMBER OF POINTS .EQ. 0) GOTO 999
WRITE(6,130)
FORMAT(' ENTER THE X ANDY COORDINATES FOR ALL THE
POINTS : ')
DO 150 I= !,NUMBER OF POINTS
ACCEPT*, XCOORD-POINT(I),YCOORD POINT(I)
CONTINUE
WRITE(6,160)
FORMAT( /////4X,'POINT',6X,'X COORDINATE' ,7X,'Y
COORDINATE')
WRITE(6,170)
FORMAT('+' ,3X,'-----',6X,'------------',7X,
'------------', / )
DO 190 I+ l,NUMBER OF POINTS
WRITE(6,180) I,XCOORD POINT(I),YCOORD POINT(!)
FORMAT(5X,12,8X,F8.2,8X,F8.2)
CONTINUE
WRITE(6,200)
FORMAT( //// ,'ENTER THE NUMBER OF LINE YOU WOULD LIKE
TO I DRAW : I , $ )
ACCEPT*, NUMBER OF LINES
IF (NUMBER OF LINES-.EQ. 0) GOTO 999
WRITE(6,220) FORMAT( 'ENTER THE TWO POINTS THAT FORMED EACH LINE :
I )

DO 240 I= !,NUMBER OF LINES
ACCEPT*, ISTART=POINT(I),IEND_POINT(I)
CONTINUE
WRITE(6,250)
FORMAT(' ',4X, 'LINE" ,6X, 'FROM' ,ax, 'TO')
WRITE
FORMAT( '+',4X, 1 - - - - 1 ,6X,'---- 1 ,8X,'-- 1 , / )
DO 280 I= l,NUMBER OF LINES
WRITE(G,270) I, ISTART_POINT(I),IEND_POINT(I)
FORMAT(' ',5X,I2,8X,I2,8X,I2)
CONTINUE
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300
400

CALL CLEAR
CALL SCALE
CALL POINT
DO 300 I= l,NUMBER OF LINES
CALL LINE(ISTART=POINT(I),IEND_POINT(I))
CONTINUE
WRITE( 6,400) .
FORMAT(////////)
CALL DISPLAY

500

WRITE(G,500) TITLE
FORMAT(//,31X,80Al)

600

WRITE(G,600)
FORMAT(//////)

999

CONTINUE
STOP
END
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Program Statement for Point Plotting Example
The Graph program is another driver program that called
the graphics package and produce the graph of · the function:
y

= e-Xsin nx

The output of this program is shown on page 34.
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PROGRAM GRAPH
INCLUDE 'GMODE.INC'
· REAL

+ PI,
+ UNIT_PERIOD,
+ XVALUE

VALUE OF PI
VALUE OF UNIT PERIOD
VAULE OF X COORDINATE

INTEGER

+ I,J

COUNTER INDEX

NUMBER OF POINTS= 999
PI= 2.0 * 3.14159
UNIT_PERIOD = 4.0/ 999.0

100

DO 100 I= 1,999
XVALUE = UNIT PERIOD* I
YCOORD POINT(!)= SIN(PI*XVALUE)*EXP(-1.0 *VALUE )
XCOORD-POINT(I) = XVALUE
CONTINUE
CALL CLEAR
CALL SCALE
CALL POINT

400

WRITE (6,400)
FORMAT( //////// )
CALL DISPLAY

500
600
700

WRITE(G,500)
FORMAT( // ,20X,' GRAPH OF F(T) = SIN(PI*T) * EXP (-T)) '
WRITE(6,600)
FORMAT(30X,' FOR T=0.0 TO T=4.0')
WRITE(G,700)
FORMAT( ////// )
STOP
END
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GRAPH OF F(TI = SIN<PI•T> * EXPC-TI
FOR T=O,O TO T=4,0

APPENDIX C
GRAPHICS PACKAGE SOURCE LISTING
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This file 'GMODE.INC' is to be included in every
application program and routines of the graphics package.

************************************************************

*

*
*
*
*
*
************************************************************
COMMON BLOCK AND PARAMETER DEFINTIONS FOR THE
GRAPHICS PACKAGE FOR THE PORTABLE GRAPHICS TERMINAL.
( LA12)

*
*
*
*

CHARACTER

+ ENTER GRAPHICS MODE(4),
+ EXIT GRAPHICS MODE(2),
+ GRAPHICS_RETURN(2),

+ BLANK,
+
+ GPHBUFC1002,122),

+
+ TITLE(80)

ENTER GRAPHICS MODE VALUE
EXIT GRAPHICS MODE VALUE
GRAPHICS RETURN MODE VALUE
BLANK CHARACTER
REPRESENTATION
BUFFER CONTAINING THE IMAGE
CREATED
TITLE OF THE GRAPHICS PLOT

INTEGER

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

ISTART_POINT(l000),
IEND_POINT(l000),
NUMBER_OF_POINTS,
NUMBER OF LINES
ISCALE=XCOORD(l000),
ISCALE YCOORD(l000)

STARTING POINT OF THE LINE
DRAWING
ENDING POINT OF THE LINE
DRAWING
NUMBER OF POINTS
NUMBER OF LINES
SCALED X COORDINATE OF THE
POINT
SCALED Y COORDINATE OF THE
POINT

INTEGER

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

IOFFSET,
ITOP GRID,
IBOTTOM_GRID,
IVERTICAL_GRID,
MIDPOINTX,

THE OFFSET VALUE
THE TOP BOUNDARY LINE VALUE
THE BOTTOM BOUNDARY LINE
VALUE
THE VERTICAL BOUNDARY LINE
VALUE
THE MIDPOINT ALONG THE X
AXIS

MIDPOINTY

THE MIDPOINT ALONG THEY
AXIS
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REAL
+ XCOORD POINT(l000),

+
+
+
+

YCOORD-POINT(l000),
SCALE_FACTOR,
XSHIFT,
YSHIFT
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA

THE X COORDINATE OF A POINT
THEY COORDINATE OF A POINT
THE SCALING . FACTOR
ADJUSTMENT ALONG THE X AXIS
ADJUSTMENT ALONG THEY AXIS

ENTER GRAPHICS MODE / "33,"120,"60,"161/
EXIT GRAPHICS MODE / "33,"134/
GRAPHICS RETURN / "44,"55/
BLANK / "-"/
TITLE / 80* 1 ' /
!OFFSET / "077/
ITOP GRID / "100 /
!BOTTOM GRID / "137/
IVERTICiL GRID / "176/
MIDPOINTX-/ 5 00 /
MIDPOINTY / 360/

COMMON / GRAPHICS /

+
+
+
+
+

GPHBUF, TITLE, !START POINT, IEND POINT,
NUMBER OF POINTS, NUMBER OF LINES,
ISCALE-XCOORD, !SCALE YCOORD,
XCOORD-POINT, YCOORD POINT,
SCALE_FACTOR, XSHIFT~ YSHIFT
COMMON / GPHBLK/

+
+
+
+

ENTER GRAPHICS MODE, EXIT GRAPHICS MODE,
GRAPH!CS RETURN, BLANK, !OFFSET, ITOP GRID,
IBOTTOM,-GRID, !VERTICAL GRID, MIDPOINTX,
MIDPOINTY
-
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************************************************* ****** *****
*
*
*
*
*
*

*

*
*
*
*
*
*

*
MODULE DESCRIPTION :
THE CLEAR SU BROUTINE SHALL ERASE ALL DATA IN
THE GRAPHICS BUFFER ARRAY BY SETTING EACH ELEMENT
TO A SPACE CHARACTER. FOR THE LA12 GRAPH ICS
PRINTER/TERMINAL, ITS GRAPHICS MODE IS EXPECT I NG
THE SPACE CHARACTER TO HAVE AN OCTAL RE PRES ENTAT IO N
OF 77.
FORTRAN CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL CLEAR

*
*

*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*

*

*

********************************************* ** **** *********
SUBROUTINE CLEAR
INCLUDE 'GMODE.INC'
C

CLEAR THE GRAPHICS BUFFER BY FILING IT WITH BLANKS

50
100

DO 100 J = 1,22
DO 50 I= 1,1002
GPHBUF(I,J) = CHAR(IOFFSET)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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************************************************************
*
*
*
*

*
*
*

*

MODULE DESCRIPTION :

*
*

THE DISPLAY ROUTINE SHALL BE INVOKED TO SHOW
THE CONTENTS OF THE GRAPHICS FRAME BUFFER ON THE
GRAPHICS LINE PRINTER.

*
*
*
*
*

NOTE : WHILE THEY COORDINATE BEGINS AT THE BOTTOM
AND INCREASES AS WE MOVE UP THE DISPLAY, PRINTERS
TYPICALLY BEGIN AT THE TOP OF THE PAGE AND WORK
DOWN. THIS MEANS THAT THEY COORDINATE MUST BE
DISPLAYED BEGINNING WITH ITS HIGH VALUES AND WORKING DOWN. THE DISPLAY AREA HAS BEEN FIXED AT THE
SIZE OF 120 LINES OF 1000 CHARACTERS. A BOX SHALL
BE DRAWN AROUND THE DISPLAYING AREA SO AS TO DEFINE
THE BOUNDARY OF THE GRAPHICS DISPLAY.

*

*
*
*
*
*

*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
FORTRAN CALLING SEQUENCE :
*
*
*
*
CALL DISPLAY
*
*
*
*
************************************************************
SUBROUTINE DISPLAY
INCLUDE 'GMODE.INC'
· INTEGER I,J
C
C

BOX AROUND THE DISPLAYING AREA SO AS TO DEFINE THE
GRAPHICS DISPLAY BOUNDARY.

100

DO 100 I= 1,1002
GPHBUF(I,l)
= CHAR(IBOTTOM GRID)
GPHBUF(I,122) = CHAR(ITOP GRlD)
CONTINUE

110

DO 110 J = 1,222
GPHBUF(l,J)
= CHAR(IVERTICAL GRID)
GPHBUF(l002,J) = CHAR(IVERTICAL-GRID)
CONTINUE

C

OPENING UP THE OUTPUT UNIT 2 FOR THE GRAPHICS DISPLAY
MODE ONLY. THIS WILL THEN PROVIDE THE CAPABILITY OF
INTERACTIVE GRAPHICS MODE WITH ITS DEFAULT SYS$OUTPUT
6 AS THE TEXT PROCESSING UNIT.

C
C
C

+

OPEN(UNIT=2,ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL' ,STATUS='UNKNOWN',
CARRIAGECONTROL='NONE' ,FORM='UNFORMATTED')
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C

SET THE TERMINAL LA12 TO ITS GRAPHICS MODE.
WRITE(2) (ENTER_GRAPHICS_MODE(I), I=l,4)

C

DISPLAY THE CONTENTS OF THE GRAPHICS FRAME BUFFER.

200

DO 200 J = 122,1,-1
WRITE(2) (GPHBUF(I,J), I=l,1002)
WRITE(2) (GRAPHICS_RETURN(K), K=l,2)
CONTINUE

C
C

RESET THE TERMINAL LA12 BACK TO ITS TEST PROCESSING
MODE.
WRTIE(2) (EXIT GRAPHICS_MODE(I), I=l,2)
RETURN
END
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************************************************************

*

*

MODULE DESCRIPTION :

*

*

THE LINE SUBROUTINE SHALL PERFORM THE FUNCTION OF DRAWING A LINE FROM POINT 1 (Xl,Yl) TO
POINT 2 (X2,Y2). HERE, THE METHOD USED TO GENERATE
THE LINE SEGMENT SPECIFIED BY POINT 1 AND 2 IS THE
SYMMETRICAL DIGITAL ANALYZER. THE LINE SEGMENT IS
PLOTTED AND STORED AWAY IN THE GRAPHICS FRAME BUFFER BEFORE IT IS OUTPUTTED TO THE GRAPHICS LINE
PRINTER.

*
*
*
*

*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

FORTRAN CALLING SEQUENCE :

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

CALL LINE(ISP, IEP)

*

ARGUMENTS
ISP
IEP

*

STARTING POINT OF THE LINE SEGMENT
ENDING POINT OF THE LINE SEGMENT

*
*
*
*
*

************************************************************
SUBROUTINE LINE(ISP,IEP)
INCLUDE 'GMODE.INC'
INTEGER
+ LENGTH,

+ LENGTHX,
+
+ LENGTHY,
+
+
+
+

ISP,
IEP,
INX,
INY

DISTANCE BETWEEN TWO POINTS.
DISTANCE BETWEEN THE X COORDINATE OF
TWO POINTS
DISTANCE BETWEEN THEY COORDINATE OF
TWO POINTS
STARTING POINT OF THE LINE
ENDING POINT OF THE LINE
INTEGER VALUE OF SCALE X COORDINATE
INTEGER VALUE OF SCALE Y COORDINATE

REAL

+ XINCREMENT,
+ YINCREMENT,

+ XVALUE,
+ YVALUE
C

THE
THE
THE
THE

INCREMENT ALONG THE X COORDINATE
INCREMENT ALONG THEY COORDINATE
SCALED X COORDINATE
SCALED YCOORDINATE

DETERMINE THE COMPONENTS OF THE VECTOR.
LENGTHX = IABS(ISCALE XCOORD(IEP)-ISCALE XCOORD(ISP))
LENGTHY= IABS(ISCALE=YCOORD(IEP)-ISCALE=YCOORD(ISP))
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C

CALCULATE THE NUMBER OF STEPS.
IF (LENGTHY .GT. LENGTHX) LENGTH= LENGTHY

C

C
C
C
C

COMPUTE THE STEP SIZE.
+

XINCREMENT = FLOAT(ISCALE XCOORD(IEP)-(ISCALE
XCOORD(ISP))7FLOAT(LENGTH)

+

YINCREMENT = FLOAT(ISCALE YCOORD(IEP)-(ISCALE
YCORRD(ISP))7FLOAT(LENGTH)
SETTING XVALUE AND YVALUE TO BE GREATER BY 0.5 THAN
THE INITIAL ISCALE-XCOORD AND !SCALE YCOORD ASSURES
THAT THE TRUNCATION HAS THE EFFECT OF ROUNDING FOR
EVERY PIXEL.
XVALUE = !SCALE XCOORD(ISP) + 0.5
YVALUE = ISCALE-YCOORD(ISP) + 0.5
DO 100 I= !,LENGTH
INX = XVALUE
INY = YVALUE

C

SET THE NEAREST PIXEL IN THE GRAPHICS FRAME BUFFER.
CALL SETPIXEL(INX,INY)

C

STEP TO THE NEXT POINT.

100

XVALUE = XVALUE + XINCREMENT
YVALUE = YVALUE + YINCREMENT
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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****************~******************************************~
*

*

MODULE DESCRIPTION .
*
*
*
*
THE POINT ROUTINE SHALL TAKE THE POINT SPEC!*
*
(X,Y)
,
USER
COORDINATE
SUCH
AS
FIED
AT
A
GIVEN
*
*
SCALE IT TO ITS VIEWPORT COORDINATE AND STORE IT
*
*
IN THE GRAPHICS FRAME BUFFER TO BE DISPLAYED.
*
*
*
*
FORTRAN CALLING SEQUENCE
*
*
*
*
CALL POINT
*
*
*
*
************************************************************
SUBROUTINE POINT
INCLUDE 'GMODE.INC'
INTEGER

+ I,
+ ISX,
+ ISY
C

COUNTER INDEX
SCALED X COORDINATE
SCALED Y COORDINATE

SCALE THE POINT DETERMINED.
DO 100 I = 1, NUMBER_OF_POINTS
ISX = XCOORD POINT(I) / SCALE FACTOR
ISY = YCOORD=POINT(I) / SCALE=FACTOR

+ XSHIFT
+ YSHIFT

!SCALE XCOORD(I) = ISX
ISCALE-YCOORD(I) = ISY
C

SET THE NEAREST PIXEL IN THE GRAPHICS FRAME BUFFER.
CALL SETPIXEL(ISX,ISY)

100

CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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************************************************************
*
*
*
*

*
*
*

*
*
*
*

MODULE DESCRIPTION :

THE SCALE ROUTINE SHALL USE XMAX, XMIN, YMAX,
YMIN TO SET THE SCALE FACTORS TO CONVERT THE DATA
SPECIFIED IN THE USER's COORDINATE SYSTEM TO VIEWPORT COORDINATE SYSTEM.
FORTRAN CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL SCALE

*

*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

************************************************************
SUBROUTINE SCALE
INCLUDE 'GMODE.INC'
REAL

+ XMAXIMUM,
+
+ XMINIMUM,
+ YMINIMUM,
+ ·xscALE FACTOR,
+ YSCALE-FACTOR

!

MAXIMUM X COORDIINATE VALUE OF ALL
POINTS
MINIMUM X COORDINATE VALUE OF ALL
POINTS
MAXIMUM y COORDINATE VALUE OF ALL
POINTS
SCALE FACTOR FOR THE X AXIS
SCALE FACTOR FOR THE y AXIS

INTEGER

+ I
C
C

COUNTER INDEX

DETERMINE THE MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM POINTS OF A GIVEN
SET OF DATA.
XMAXIMUM = XCOORD POINT(l)
XMINIMUM = XCOORD-POINT(l)
YMAXIMUM = YCOORD-POINT(l)
YMINIMUM = YCOORD=POINT(l)
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100

DO 100 I=2, NUMBER OF POINTS
IF (XCOORD POINT(!) .GT. XMAXIMUM)
XMAXIMUM = XCOORD POINT(!)
IF (XCOORD POINT(!) .LT. XMINIMUM)
XMINIMUM = XCOORD POINT(!)
IF (YCOORD POINT(!) .GT. YMAXIMUM)
YMAXIMUM = YCOORD POINT(!)
IF (YCOORD POINT(!) .LT. YMINIMUM)
YMINIMUM = YCOORD POINT(!)
CONTINUE

C
C
C

COMPUTE THE SCALE FACTOR FOR BOTH THE X ANDY
COORDINATES WITH RESPECT TO THE VIEWPORT COORDINATE
SYSTEM

+
+
+
+

XSCALE FACTOR= (ABS(XMAXIMUM - XMINIMUM*l.1)/999.
YSCALE FACTOR= (ABS(YMAXIMUM - YMINIMUM*l.1)/719.
C
C
C

DETERMINE THE ACTUAL SCALE FACTOR TO BE USED FOR
CONVERTING THE USER'S COORDINATE SYSTEM TO THAT OF
THE VIEWPORT.
SCALE FACTOR= YSCALE FACTOR

+
C
C

IF (XSCALE FACTOR .GT. YSCALE FACTOR)
SCALE FACTOR= XSCALE FACTOR
COMPUTE THE ORIGIN OF THE USER COORDINATE SYSTEM IN
RELATION TO THAT OF THE VIEWPORT.

XSHIFT = MIDPOINTX + (2.*SCALE FACTOR))
YSHIFT = MIDPOINTY + (2.*SCALE FACTOR))
RETURN
END

((XMAXIMUM + XMINIMUM) /
((YMAXIMUM + YMINIMUM/
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***********************************************************
*

*

MODULE DESCRIPTION:

*
*

THE SETPIXEL ROUTINE SHALL SET THE BIT WITHIN THE APPROPRIATE BYTE OF THE GRAPHICS FRAME BUFFER THAT REPRESENTS THE POINT SPECIFIED AT GIVEN
PIXEL LOCATION (X,Y). ALONG THE X COORDINATE
SYSTEM, EACH PIXEL SHALL BE REPRESENTED BY A
SINGLE BYTE WHILE THAT OF THEY SHALL BE COMPRESSED IN SUCH A WAY THAT THERE IS 6 BITS TO A
BYTE. THIS COMPRESSION FACTOR HAS TO DO WITH THE
PRINT HEAD OF THE LA12 GRAPHICS LINE PRINTER.
ONLY 6 OF THE 9 BITS OF THE PRINT HEAD ARE BEING
USED.

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

FORTRAN CALLING SEQUENCE:

*

ARGUMENTS :

CALL SETPIXEL(IXPT, IYPT)

*
*
*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
***********************************************************
*
*

IXPT
IYPT

SELECTED PIXEL X COORDINATE
SELECTED PIXEL Y COORDINATE

SUBROUTINE SETPIXEL(IXPT,IYPT)
INCLUDE 'GMODE.INC'
INTEGER
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

IXPT,
IYPT,
!VERTICAL,
!HORIZONTAL,
!BIT
IBITSET,
!PIXEL,
ISIX

SELECTED PIXEL X- COORDINATE
SELECTED PIXEL Y-COORDINATE
SELECTED X-COORDINATE OF THE SCREEN
SELECTED Y-COORDINATE OF THE SCREEN
BIT VALUE WITHIN THE APPROPRIATE BYTE
BIT WITHIN THE BYTE TO BE SET
INTEGER VALUE TO BE ASSIGN TO THE
BYTE
BITS WITHIN A BYTE THAT BEING USED

PARAMETER ( !SIX= 6)
!PIXEL= 0
C

DETERMINE THE BIT WITH THE BYTE TO BE SET.
!BIT= MOD(IYPT,6)
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IF (IBIT .EQ. 0) THEN
IVERTICAL = IYPT/ 6 + 1
IBITSET = IBIT
ELSE
IVERTICAL = IYPT/6 + 2
IBITSET = ISIX - IBIT
ENDIF
IHORIZONTAL
C
C
C

=

IXPT

AN OFFSET OF OCTAL VALUE OF 77 IS TO BE ADDED TO TH E
ACTUAL BIT VALUE AS REQUIRED BY THE LA1 2 GRAPHICS
LINE PRINTER REQUIREMENT.
IPIXEL = IOFFSET

C
C

+ IBSET(IPIXEL,IBITS ET)

CONVERT THE INTEGER PIXEL VALUE TO CHARACT ER BEFORE
STORING IT AWAY IN THE GRAPHICS FRAME BUFFER.
GPHBUF(IHORIZONTAL,IVERTICAL)
RETURN
END

=

CHAR(IPIXEL )
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